LISTENING TO FISH: APPLICATIONS OF PASSIVE ACOUSTICS

EVALUATING HUMAN AND BIOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES OF COOPERATIVE RESEARCH
Cover: Passive acoustics can be an excellent tool for public education. Here children listen to underwater sounds as they learn about the estuarine environment.
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Passive acoustics is a rapidly emerging field of marine biology that until recently has received little attention from fisheries scientists and managers. In its simplest form, it is the act of listening to the sounds made by fishes and using that information as an aid in locating fish so that their habitat requirements and behaviors can be studied. We believe that with the advent of new acoustic technologies, passive acoustics will become one of the most important and exciting areas of fisheries research in the next decade. However, a widespread lack of familiarity with the technology, methodologies, and potential of passive acoustics has hampered the growth of the field and limited funding opportunities. Herein, we provide an overview of important new developments in passive acoustics together with a summary of research, hardware, and software needs to advance the field.

**INTRODUCTION**

Listen to fish? Although most fisheries biologists are generally aware that some fishes are soniferous (sound producing), relatively few have stopped to consider the potential importance of listening to fish sounds to their fields of study. In fact, few realize that many important recreational and commercial fishery species are highly soniferous, including many in the cod and drum families. Fishes produce sounds to communicate with one another while they are feeding, mating, or being aggressive and also make incidental noises associated with feeding, swimming, and other behaviors (Fine et al. 1977b). Far from Jacques Cousteau’s *The Silent World* (Cousteau and Dumas 1953), our estuaries, seas, and oceans are teaming with the sounds of marine life.

Fish are difficult to see and study in the ocean. Scuba techniques can help in shallow waters and a range of active acoustic and optical techniques can assist in deep water, but we are still largely ignorant of the distribution and behavior of the great majority of marine fish. Possibly one of the greatest challenges to researchers attempting to study the behavioral ecology of fishes is that of finding the fish in the first place. Often a scientist must go to great lengths conducting expensive and time-consuming biological surveys simply to determine the locations or habitats where a fish can be found, before any attempt to study its biotic and abiotic interactions can be made. After all, you can’t study something you can’t find. Any tool that can help scientists to locate fish is therefore valuable.

A new field of passive acoustics is rapidly emerging in fisheries science and marine biology, in which scientists use underwater technology to listen in on the noisy aquatic realm. Passive acoustics is distinguished from other types of bioacoustics, because it uses naturally occurring sounds to gather information on fishes and other marine organisms, rather than using artificially generated sounds. Passive acoustics provides a number of important benefits for fisheries research. First, it provides a method of non-optically observing fish activity and distribution. That is, it can be used to find and monitor fishes (and other animals) that produce sound. Second, passive acoustics is a non-invasive and non-destructive observational tool. Third, it provides the capability of...
continuous or long-term monitoring as well as remote monitoring. Such long-term monitoring can provide important information on daily and seasonal activity patterns of fishes and other marine organisms. In addition, passive acoustics can also be used to simultaneously monitor sources of noise pollution, and to study the impact of man’s activities on marine communities. Anthropogenic sources include noise generated by boating activity, seismic surveys, sonars, fish finders, depth finders, drilling for oil and gas, and military activities. As recently reviewed by Popper (2003) these anthropogenic noise sources all have potentially important impacts on marine fauna.

The ability to listen to fish and other marine life allows scientists to identify, record, and study underwater animals even in the absence of visual information. Coupling passive acoustics with conventional fishery sampling techniques provides a powerful new approach to fisheries research. We seek to promote a better understanding of passive acoustics applications to fisheries among fisheries professionals, and feel that passive acoustics will become a major area of fisheries research in the next decade. Towards this purpose, we provide, herein, an overview of some important developments in passive acoustics applications to fisheries and summarize areas of research and development that we believe are needed to catalyze advancement in the field.

BACKGROUND

Over 800 species of fishes from 109 families worldwide are known to be soniferous (Kaatz 2002), though this is likely to be a great underestimate. Of these, over 150 species are found in the northwest Atlantic (Fish and Mowbray 1970). Amongst the soniferous fishes are some of the most abundant and important commercial fish species, including many codfishes, drum fishes, grunts, groupers, snappers, jacks, and catfishes. Some invertebrates with important fisheries also produce sounds, including mussels (*Mytilus edulis*), sea urchins (Fish 1964), white shrimp (*Penaeus setiferus*, Berk 1998), spiny lobsters (Moulton 1957; Fish 1964; Patek 2002), American lobster (*Homarus americanus*, Fish 1966; Henninger and Watson 1997).
2005), and perhaps squid (Iversen et al. 1963).

Passive acoustics has been used for over 50 years in fish biology and fisheries surveys (see Fish et al. 1952 and Fish and Mowbray 1970 for a summary of early work) and is being used routinely today to determine habitat use, delineate and monitor spawning areas, and study the behavior of fishes (Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978; Myrberg and Riggio 1985; Lobel 1998), and even individual specific (Wood et al. 2002), signatures using signal processing and spectral analysis computer algorithms. Often these sounds dominate the acoustic environment where they occur, as in the drum family (Sciaenidae), so much so that they interfere with military and petroleum prospecting operations that involve acoustic monitoring (e.g., Fish and Mowbray 1970). In other situations, such as damselfishes on coral reefs, the sounds are not loud and require specialized techniques to detect them (Mann and Lobel 1995a,b).

To identify the species of fish producing a sound, one first must do “sound truthing.” There are two main ways this has been accomplished: (1) captive fish recordings and (2) in situ (i.e., in the field under natural conditions) recordings. Although acoustic complications in a tank or aquarium, combined with unnatural behavior and sound production, make captive fish recordings problematic, especially for larger fishes, such problems can be overcome (Okumura et al. 2002). Field recordings, on the other hand, sometimes suffer from the difficulty of matching sounds to species and behaviors. Field methods have been particularly successful in tropical waters where environmental conditions allow the use of advanced scuba and underwater video technologies (Lobel 2001, 2002). Knowledge of sound source levels is important for calculating the detection limits of hydrophones (e.g., Sprague and Luczkovich 2004). Precise measurement of sound source requires knowledge of the location of the fish and of the hydrophones’ characteristics. Despite these difficulties, biologists have been able to link the aggressive and spawning behaviors of some fisheries species to their sound production using a combination of in situ and tank studies. For example sounds produced by haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) during courtship and mating have been recorded and analyzed in this manner (e.g., Hawkins 1986). Once the association of sounds to specific species and behaviors has been established, passive acoustics provides a rapid way of establishing the spawning component of essential fish habitat (EFH).

**EXAMPLES OF FISHERIES APPLICATIONS**

Passive acoustics studies using relatively simple techniques have been successful in locating concentrations of important fish species, opening the way for further, more detailed studies of their behavior, distribution, and habitat use. Below we provide a brief review of past and current research on two groups of soniferous fishes that support large fisheries, the drumfishes (sciaenids) and codfishes (gadids).

**Drum fishes (Sciaenids)**

**History**—Sciaenid fishes have been known to produce sound for centuries (Aristotle 1910; Dufossé 1874a, 1874b) and the association of sciaenid sounds with spawning has been known nearly as long (Darwin 1874; Goode 1887). For hundreds of years the Chinese have located sciaenid spawning sites from their water craft by listening to drumming sounds emanating from the water through the hull of their boats (Han Ling Wu, Shanghai Fisheries Institute, pers. comm.). The location of sciaenid spawning sites using underwater technology is recent and dependent on the availability of underwater transducers, hydrophones, and acoustic recorders used to access and study underwater sounds (Fish and Mowbray 1970). Hydrophone tape recordings of sounds produced by large sciaenid aggregations during spawning were pioneered by Dobrin (1947), Dijkstra (1947, 1949), Knudsen et al. (1948), Protasov and Aronov (1960), Tavolga (1960, 1980), and Fish and Mowbray (1970).

The location and description of soniferous sciaenid aggregations using mobile hydrophones moving along a sound transect at spawning sites was conducted by Takemura et al. (1978), Mok and Gilmore (1983) and Qi et al. (1984). A portable hydrophone and recording system was carried via a boat from one site to another along a measured transect with recordings made along a preset grid or in a linear series (Mok and Gilmore 1983; Gilmore 2002). Recordings were made for 30–300 seconds at each site depending on transect length. Recorded sounds were verified by auditioning of captured specimens. This technique allowed spatial and temporal isolation and identification of species-specific sounds produced by sciaenid fishes, particularly under conditions of high sound attenuation for large group sounds (low frequency, high intensity sounds). Using detailed sonographic analyses of field recordings made on transects, Mok and Gilmore (1983) described the characteristic sounds of black drum (Pogonias cromis), spotted sea trout (Cynoscion nebulosus), and silver perch (Bairdiella chrysoura, Figure 1). Subsequent to these observations, considerable additional work has been done on sound characterization in these species, as well as the weakfish (C. regalis) and the red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus). Passive acoustic transect techniques have been used by several investigators to locate spawning sciaenid groups in the field (Saucier and Baltz 1992, 1993; Connaughton and Taylor 1994, 1995; Luczkovich et al. 1999, 2000).

**Function of Sound Production in Sciaenids**—The most predictable and robust sounds produced by many fishes are those associated with reproduction. As in many soniferous animals, it is the male that must attract a mate and induce her to donate eggs for fertilization, and, therefore, it is often only the male that produces sound. Large chorall aggregations of male sciaenid species are formed by spotted seatrout, weakfish, red drum, and silver perch specifically to attract females with which to spawn.

**Sciaenid Sound Production Mechanisms**—The most robust and energetic sciaenid sounds are produced by sonic muscles indirectly or directly vibrating the membrane of the gas bladder. When a freshly captured, recently calling, male seatrout is dissected, the bright red sonic muscles surrounding the gas bladder can be easily differentiated from the exterior lateral body muscles.
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The muscle vibratory rate is directly associated with the fundamental frequency of the characteristic seatrout call produced by the gas bladder.

Most of the 270 species in this family probably produce sound using sonic muscles associated with the gas bladder. Using the species specific muscle contraction rates and the gas bladder shape, sciaenids produce sounds that can be used to identify species within the family (Mok and Gilmore 1983), as has been demonstrated in amphibians and birds. The characteristic shape of the sciaenid gas bladder is so conservative that it has been used as one of the primary morphological characters to classify sciaenids and to determine their phyletic relationships (Chu 1963; Chao 1978).

**When and Where Do Sciaenids Produce Sound?**—Mok and Gilmore (1983) demonstrated that sciaenid sound production was specifically associated with crepuscular and nocturnal courtship and spawning activities. Pelagic eggs and larvae of the spotted seatrout were collected with plankton nets at spawning sites during periods of sound production (Mok and Gilmore 1983; Alshuth and Gilmore 1993, 1994, 1995). The seasonal mating calls were directly associated with primary spawning activity in east-central Florida sciaenids. Soniferous activity of various sciaenid species exhibited distinct seasonal patterns, based on an analysis of over 300 acoustic transects collected between 1978–2002 (Figure 3). These same studies of soniferous spawning aggregations have demonstrated long term stability of spawning site locations (Figure 4), with the principal spawning sites identified by Mok and Gilmore (1983) being used for over 20 years (Gilmore 2002).

**Codfishes (gadids)**

A number of gadid species are soniferous and the trait is likely widespread within the family (Figure 5; Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978; Almada et al. 1996). A strong correlation between soniferous activity and the spawning cycle has been observed in most species studied to date (Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978). Although Atlantic cod (*Gadus morhua*) have a limited sound production repertoire, haddock have been shown to exhibit different calls at different stages of courtship (Figure 6; Hawkins et al. 1967; Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978; Hawkins 1986). Both species have specialized sonic muscles that vibrate the swim bladder to produce sounds for communication (Hawkins 1986). The sonic muscle is sexually dimorphic in haddock and Atlantic cod, with males having significantly larger muscles than females (Templeman and Hodder 1958; Templeman et al. 1978; Rowe and Hutchings 2004). In addition, the sonic muscle undergoes seasonal maturation in concert with the gonad maturation cycle. Evidence for sexual selection of sonic muscle size has been reported (Engen and Folstad 1999; Nordeide and Folstad 2000; Rowe and Hutchings 2004).

Brawn (1961a, b, c) provided the best description to date of the role of sound communication in courtship and spawning behavior in Atlantic cod based on laboratory studies. She found that soniferous activity is most common during the spawning season, being rare at other times, except for a fall “aggression period.” She hypothesized that the fall soniferous period was related to increased aggressive interactions prior to dispersal to the foraging grounds. In the spawning season soniferous behavior is strongly associated with spawning and both spawning activity and call frequency peaked during the early evening hours. Interestingly, soniferous activity is most frequent at night during the spawning season, but most frequent during the day during the fall “aggression period.” Brawn (1961a, b, c) attributed this to nocturnal spawning in the winter, and diurnal feeding interactions during the fall. Unfortunately, Brawn did not provide us with a detailed statistical description of Atlantic cod sound characteristics. However, later studies indicate that Atlantic cod produce sounds predominantly in the frequency range of 80–500 Hz (Fish and Mowbray 1970; Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978; Finstad and Nordeide 2004). Nordeide and Kjellsby (1999) recently recorded sounds of Atlantic cod from the spawn-
ing grounds off of Norway, and suggested that passive acoustics could be used to study spawning in the field.

The soniferous behavior of haddock is somewhat better described than that of Atlantic cod (Figure 6; Hawkins et al. 1967; Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978; Hawkins 1986). They have a similar frequency range, but can be distinguished by differences in pulse characteristics (Figure 5; Hawkins and Rasmussen 1978). Hawkins and his colleagues are currently conducting studies aimed at using passive acoustics as a tool to identify spawning habitat of haddock in European waters (Hawkins et al. 2002; Hawkins 2003). In an Arctic fjord in northern Norway, workers from the FRS Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen and the University of Tromsø have located a spawning ground of haddock. Passive listening has revealed that this species, previously thought to spawn offshore in deep water, can also form large spawning concentrations close to shore (Hawkins et al. 2002; Hawkins 2003).

Norwegian researchers at the Institute of Marine Research have pioneered the use of remote controlled platforms to obtain video and audio data on the spawning behavior of Atlantic cod and other gadids important in European fisheries (Svellingen et al. 2002).

A PRIMER ON TECHNIQUES

The success and development of passive acoustics applications to fisheries depends on high quality recording systems and analysis software. The technology should be matched to the questions being asked. For most questions, the needed technology exists for advancing the field and the main impediment is insufficient knowledge on the use of technology.

Hydrophones

Hydrophones are the most basic element of any recording system. They are underwater microphones that typically convert sound pressure into an electrical signal that can be recorded by a data acquisition system. Many commercially available hydrophones can be used for fish bioacoustics studies. When choosing a hydrophone, researchers must consider its sensitivity and frequency response characteristics to ensure it is well suited to their needs. Since most fish sounds range in frequency from 20 Hz for the largest fishes to 4 kHz for the smallest fishes, the hydrophone should cover this frequency range. The hydrophone sensitivity should be such that a loud fish sound produces a signal of about 1 V, and thus, a sensitivity range of around -160 to -170 dBV/µPa at 1 m (decibel volts/micro pascal) is good for most fisheries applications.

Data storage

Data storage devices include analog and digital tape recorders, audio video recorders (Lobel 2003), and computers with sound cards. Digital systems provide obvious advantages over analog systems in terms of greater frequency bandwidth and dynamic range, and will be the most commonly used systems in the future. Which system is chosen will depend on the recording situation. Computer systems that may be practical for recordings made in the laboratory may not be practical in a field situation, because of power, portability, and environmental issues. One important development is the use of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), telemetry, and underwater listening stations for monitoring sound producing fishes (Mann and Lobel 1995b; Sprague and

---

**Figure 6.** Different stages of the courtship behavior of haddock, *Melanogrammus aeglefinus*, can be distinguished by differences in the pulse repetition rate of the call. The time-base, scale bar, for the calls is 50 ms. (Redrawn from Hawkins 1986).
Luczkovich 2004; Locascio and Mann 2005). These systems will be important in characterizing which species produce which sounds, especially for species that are difficult to maintain in a laboratory tank. They will also prove useful for documenting behavior of fish aggregations when multiple individuals call simultaneously.

One needs to be aware of several caveats of recording systems.

1. **Data compression**: Some recorders (such as mini disc and MP3) use data compression techniques that alter the recorded sound frequency and level. These would not be appropriate when detailed descriptions of sound characteristics are required, but could be useful for ecological monitoring of temporal and spatial patterns of well-known sounds.

2. **Automatic Gain Control (AGC)**: Many systems (especially many analog and digital tape recorders and video cameras) use AGC to keep the recorded volume within the same range. If a system uses AGC, it will not be possible to determine the received sound level.

3. **Bit resolution**: Systems that record with a higher bit resolution will have a larger dynamic range (the range of the quietest and loudest sounds that can be recorded).

One problem that many researchers have encountered is boat induced noise on recording systems, either through electrical noise on the boat, or the physical movement of the boat causing the hydrophone to move. Bungee cords have been successfully used to decouple boat movement and hydrophone movement, and acceleration canceling hydrophones are commercially available.

**Data loggers**

Acoustic data loggers are useful for recording over long periods of time in many locations simultaneously. Data loggers provide a way to gather information on the temporal distributions of sound producing fish that would not be possible otherwise without considerable investment of human resources. A good example of this are the pop-up recorders (Calupca et al. 2000). Computers are the best option for recording where continuous power is available, such as from shore or on a large boat. Commercial software (see below) exists for recording on a given duty cycle. However, continuous power is rarely available in field situations where one would like to make recordings. In these situations, low power battery operated acoustic data loggers are required.

To date all acoustic data loggers that have been used for passive acoustics have been engineered by individual laboratories to perform this task. These include analog tape recorders that have been modified to record on a particular duty cycle (Luczkovich et al. 2000), and digital dataloggers that have been programmed to record as desired (Mann and Lobel 1995b; Calupca et al. 2000; Sakas et al. 2005). No data loggers can be purchased and used directly without either engineering or software programming (usually both). This lack of an off-the-shelf product has greatly limited their use in passive acoustic applications to fisheries.

**Telemetry**

Telemetry systems broadcast a hydrophone signal to a boat or shore-based receiver. They perform the same function as data loggers in allowing recordings over a large area for long periods of time. Several types of telemetry systems are available including sonobuoys (VHF), cell phone systems, and short range microwave systems. All of these systems require line of sight between the transmitter and receiver, and a relatively high level of engineering to set up and maintain. Telemetry is also capable of delivering video to document behavior during sound production (Svellingen et al. 2002). Satellite systems generally do not support the bandwidth needed for transmitting acoustic data. At this point, some amount of preprocessing would be required, so that limited data on sound characteristics (e.g., root-mean-square amplitude, frequency spectra) could be transmitted.

**Hydrophone Arrays**

Fixed and towed hydrophone arrays have been used for determining the locations of vocalizing whales in many different situations (e.g., Watkins and Schevill 1972; Clark 1980), but have only recently been applied to fishes (Barimo and Fine 1998; Mann and Jarvis 2004). Hydrophone arrays hold promise in answering questions about fish distributions that could not be otherwise obtained with single hydrophone recordings (D'Spain et al. 1996), but require a high level of sophistication for setting up, operating, and analyzing the data. The minimum spacing between hydrophones in an array needed for localization is calculated as the speed of sound in water (approximately 1,500 m/s) divided by the sound frequency. For example, to locate a fish calling at 1,000 Hz (e.g., silver perch), a minimum spacing of 1.5 m is required, while a spacing...
of 12 m is required to locate a fish calling at 125 Hz (e.g., red drum).

Signal Processing Software

Many packages are available for data acquisition and signal processing. Some such as MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.) have a great deal of flexibility and power, but require a high level of programming knowledge. Others are targeted specifically at bioacousticians including Signal (Engineering Design), Raven (and its precursor Canary; Cornell University), SASLab Pro (Avisoft Bioacoustics), and Adobe Audition (formerly Cool Edit). The manuals to these software programs are often the clearest source of information for learning signal processing techniques and their application.

FUNDING PRIORITIES AND RESEARCH NEEDS

Research presented at an international workshop on the “Applications of Passive Acoustics to Fisheries” in April 2002 underscored the great strides that have been made in the application of passive acoustics to fisheries and related issues over the last two decades (Rountree et al. 2003a, b). The workshop was followed by a special symposium on passive acoustics applications to fisheries held at the American Fisheries Society Annual Meeting in Quebec in August 2003 and organized by Luczkovich, Mann, and Rountree that again highlighted the rapid advances in the field (Luczkovich et al. unpublished). And most significantly, important new initiatives in passive acoustics have begun in many areas of the United States. Although passive acoustics is currently underutilized as a research tool, the success of the workshop and symposium demonstrates how rapidly the field is emerging and suggests great promise for future research.

As a result of discussions and corresponde nces initiated at the workshop and symposium, we have prepared a comprehensive description of areas that participating scientists felt needed to be addressed to advance the field of passive acoustics in fisheries. These areas can be categorized as research, software, hardware, and education/outreach needs.

Data loggers have been used to study deep sea fishes in cooperation with commercial red crab fishermen.

TOP: Cliff Goudey demonstrates data logger to Daher Jorge of the F/V Krystal James.

BOTTOM: Juan Espana aboard the F/V Hanna Boden prepares to deploy a data logger attached to the inside of a red crab pot.

Research Needs

Research needs can be simplistically summarized as the questions: what, when, where, and how many?

What?—What fishes and invertebrates are making sounds? To date we know of approximately 800 species of fishes worldwide that produce sounds. More soniferous species are reported on a frequent basis, but there are no current systematic efforts to catalogue soniferous fishes. The landmark studies by Marie Fish and William Mowbray (1970) ended over 30 years ago. No one has taken up the gauntlet since then. Knowledge of what produces underwater sounds is critical to the success of higher level studies. Currently the number of unidentified underwater sounds attributed to fishes is far greater than those that can be positively identified. Rountree and Goudey (unpublished) recently recorded unknown sounds on the commercial fishing grounds off the coast of Massachusetts. Even more remarkably, Rountree and Juanes (unpublished) and their students recorded many unknown sounds in areas that have been extensively studied by conventional means (e.g., Woods Hole, Massachusetts), or that are in the very heart of the industrial world (the docks on Manhattan Island, New York; Anderson et al. unpublished). How can it be that we know so little about fishes in these areas that we can not even identify some of the most frequent and widespread fish sounds? As biologists, we find the lure of the unknown so close to the doorstep to be a powerful motivator. Although some progress is being made in this area, the most pressing needs are:

1. an effort to catalogue historic records of known and unknown sounds;
2. systematic efforts to identify and validate sound sources;
3. studies to determine the correlation between sound production and specific behaviors; and
4. studies to determine under what behavioral conditions fish/invertebrates make sounds.

Efforts are now underway to digitize and catalogue sound archives from laboratories across North America and in Europe (Rountree et al. 2002; Bradbury and Bloomgarden 2003). The MaCaulay Library of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology has recently made a large collection of fish sounds from these archives available to the public online (www.birds.cornell.edu/MacaulayLibrary/). Unfortunately, many of these historic recordings are poorly documented and were made with long outdated technologies. More importantly, they are insufficient for the needs of fisheries researchers, as they are only partially complete. Many of our most important commercial fishes that are soniferous have yet to be recorded. Information on soniferous freshwater fishes species is almost entirely lacking in North America.

To expand the catalogue of fish and invertebrate sounds, field and laboratory studies are needed to identify unknown sounds, and audition fishes and invertebrates for sound production. Systematic efforts to identify sounds in each geographic region, including estuaries and tidal fresh waters, are critical to the advancement of passive acoustics.

Evidence that a particular sound is made by, and unique to, a given species is of critical importance. Lack of, or perceived lack of, such evidence is the most
common criticism encountered in funding proposals. There are two major ways to go about cataloging fish sounds in a particular region. The first, is through the systematic auditioning of animals collected in the field, in aquaculture facilities, and in public aquaria. Fish and Mowbray (1970) used this method to study the sounds of over 200 species of fishes. One major problem with such efforts is that failure to record fish sounds during auditioning does not indicate the species is not soniferous, because soniferous behavior is often controlled by sex, age, maturation stage, and behavior. Sometimes fish are not physiologically ready for sound production outside of the spawning season. Additionally, auditioning programs like that carried out by Fish and Mowbray (1970) are sometime criticized as producing artificial sounds through electrical stimulation; however, we note that at least 47 of 150 species regarded as soniferous by Fish and Mowbray (1970) produced sounds spontaneously.

The second major method of cataloging fish sounds is to conduct field surveys to identify temporal and spatial patterns of sound production. Once unknown sounds are identified and their temporal and spatial patterns described, research can be conducted to determine the identity of the fish, including the auditioning of fish captured in the appropriate place and time. The advantage of this approach is that the field of potential sound producers is narrowed down, and the researcher knows that the target species is at least physically capable of sound production at the time of auditioning. However, efforts by researchers to catalogue underwater sounds in freshwater and marine habitats are hampered by the failure of funding agencies to recognize the importance of such studies. Data on unidentified fish sounds are especially difficult to publish, even when extensive observations are available. We suggest that such studies are valuable in their own right as they provide the basic information necessary to systematically survey soniferous fishes by providing data on when and where soniferous activity occurs. Armed with such data, scientists can devise studies to determine the identity of the sound producers. The only alternative is to simply blindly capture fishes and audition them for sound production. We liken the denial of the usefulness of catalogues of unidentified fish sounds to the absurd notion that collections of ichthyoplankton for which identifications are not currently available are not useful.

Incidental sounds made by fishes can be just as important as soniferous behavior. For example, feeding sounds can be used to determine foraging times, locations, and consumption rates (Sartori and Bright 1973; Mallek et al. 2003; Anderson et al. unpublished).

Often investigators have used terms such as “grunts,” “knocks,” “snaps,” “pops,” “staccato,” “drumming,” “humming,” “rumbles,” “percolating,” “purring,” etc., to describe the sounds heard; the names often being onomatopoetic. Standardizing these sound descriptions would allow rapid communication between biologists and other observers (Anderson et al. unpublished).

When?—Temporal patterns in sound occurrence are needed for two main reasons. First, knowledge of when fishes and invertebrates make sounds leads to knowledge about their biology and ecology. Second, we need this information to effectively use passive acoustics as a tool to locate fish, to identify their habitat requirements, and to conduct presence/absence and abundance surveys (see below). Some of the most important needs here are:

1. Studies to determine the relationship of sound production to fish size. Early studies have shown that sound characteristics sometimes change with fish size (e.g., dominant frequency) and hence the relationship between fish size and sound characteristics may be used to determine length frequency data for soniferous fishes (Fish and Mowbray 1970; Lobel and Mann 1995; Connaughton et al. 2000).

2. Studies to determine the relationship of sound production to sex and maturity stage (e.g., Connaughton and Taylor 1995). Do both male and females in a population produce sounds? Are the sounds the same or different? Do immature fish make sounds? Are the sounds made by immature and mature individuals different? The answers to these questions can provide scientists with valuable information on the temporal and spatial distribution patterns of fishes by sex and maturity stages. They can also provide data useful in studies of reproductive ecology and studies specifically important for fisheries assessment, such as the quantification of fish fecundity.

3. Quantification of daily and seasonal patterns in sound production (Breder 1968; Fine et al. 1977a; Connaughton and Taylor 1994). If we know when a fish produces sounds then studies of the daily and seasonal patterns of that soniferous activity can be correlated with daily and seasonal patterns of that specific behavior. For example, if it is known that a particular sound is only produced when a fish is spawning, then the determination of the daily pattern in soniferous activity can be used to infer the daily pattern of spawning (i.e., to determine what time of day the fish spawns). Similarly, seasonal patterns in soniferous activity can provide an index of the spawning season period (Figure 3).

Where?—Identifying where a fish occurs is one of the most fundamentally important topics in fish ecology and fisheries management. It is the first step towards identifying essential fish habitat (EFH) as mandated of fisheries managers by the reauthorization of the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Oct. 1996). Essential Fish Habitats are defined as “those waters and substrate necessary for fish for spawning, feeding or growth to maturity.” The lowest level criterion for identification of EFH is simply presence/absence. At the minimum, passive acoustics surveys can be used to identify the presence of soniferous fishes in habitats. If the behavior associated with a particular fish sound is known, then higher levels of identification, such as the identification of spawning habitat, can be achieved.

To accurately associate underwater sounds with habitats, it is necessary to know the range at which the sound can be detected by the survey instruments. A lack of quantification of sound source detection ranges is the second most commonly cited criticism encountered in funding proposals. To determine sound source detection ranges several
types of studies are needed. (a) How loud is it?—Quantification of sound source levels for a given species/stage/environment is the first step. (b) Sound Propagation—how far does sound travel under a given set of environmental conditions. This is the study of tomography. Studies in shallow water are especially needed. (c) Fish Shoals—studies are needed to examine how the multiple sound production of many fish in a shoal combine. How do sound pressure levels vary with shoal size and distance from the source?

Passive acoustic mapping of the spatial distribution of sounds is one of the most important potential products of passive acoustics technology. Studies to map the distribution of fish sounds, and hence the distribution of soniferous fishes and their essential fish habitat are strongly needed. Passive acoustics offers many advantages over traditional methods of mapping fish distribution. It is non-destructive, non invasive, and relatively inexpensive over the long run compared to traditional methods such as trawl surveys. If the “what” and “when” are known, then passive acoustics can be used to map EFH based on presence/absence for soniferous species. The “when” is important because spatial surveys with passive acoustics are only valid if conducted during the window of time when fish are soniferous. In many cases, fishes restrict their soniferous activity predominately to narrow windows of time. For example, spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus) calls predominantly from just before sunset into the early evening (Mok and Gilmore 1983), so attempts to use passive acoustics to map their distribution would have to be conducted within that time frame.

How many?—Quantification of fish abundance at a location and time is an important objective of many fisheries studies and monitoring programs. Once the what, when, and where questions have been addressed, additional studies can quantify abundance through passive acoustics techniques. The two most important study areas are: (1) correlation between the “amount” of sound production and the abundance of fish, and (2) determination of the proportion of fish that are soniferous at a given place and time.

In the simplest situation, the number of fish calls can be counted and correlated to the true amount of fish present. This requires the ability to distinguish individual calls. More rigorously it would also require the ability to distinguish individuals that call repeatedly from those that don’t. Often, however, fish and calls are so numerous that individual calls cannot be distinguished. In these cases, studies are needed to determine the relationship between sound pressure level and fish abundance. For example, Luczkovich et al. (1999) showed a relationship between sound pressure level and egg abundance, and indicated that a relationship should exist between sound production and spawning stock size.

As mentioned above, soniferous behavior in many fishes is sex dependent. Often, only the males call. In addition, in some cases soniferous activity may be related to size and maturation stage, so that at a given place and time, the number of fish calling is a function of the size and maturation stage distribution of the population. However, individual fishes fail to produce sounds in a given situation for many reasons. Studies are needed to allow researchers to estimate the proportion of soniferous and non soniferous fishes over a given time period.

SOFTWARE NEEDS

To carry out the research priorities listed above, software must be developed in several areas. Programs should be packaged to allow biologists to process sound data to the fullest extent possible.

Automatic processing of sound recordings—The passive acoustics studies described above can generate large amounts of acoustic data (often thousands of hours of recordings) that are laborious to process fully to obtain the basic biological data sought (e.g., temporal activity patterns, spatial distribution, etc.). We suggest that software designed to address the following processing needs would greatly enhance the utility of passive acoustics to fisheries.

1. Automatic signal detection software used to detect the call of a given fish species amid long time series of sound recordings (thousands of hours) with multiple sound sources and high levels of “noise” is essential.
2. Temporal pattern analysis software to track the temporal occurrence patterns of hundreds to thousands of detected calls within long time series is critical to the efficient determination of daily and seasonal patterns in sound production.
3. Call characterization software to speed up the process of measuring call characteristics such as duration, pulse rate, pulse repetition, fundamental frequency, pulse width, sound level, etc., in large numbers of calls would increase statistical power in studies of location, behavior, and environmental effects on call characteristics.
4. Call classification software to aid in the identification of a new unknown sound through comparison of its call characteristics with the characteristics of calls contained in standard reference libraries of known and unknown sounds.

Localization of sound sources—Software and hardware developments are needed to simplify the localization of sound sources received by multiple hydrophone arrays. Automatic signal detection and classification software are important prerequisites. Currently localization is a laborious process of determining the starting points of the same sound received among multiple hydrophones and then using various statistical techniques such as time delay differences to triangulate on the calls. To develop the ability to produce real time GIS plots of soniferous fishes overlain on environmental parameters, these steps must be automated. One important product of localization, other than habitat association mapping, is the determination of true sound source levels (see discussion “Where?”) under varying environmental conditions (e.g., Sprague and Luczkovich 2004).

HARDWARE NEEDS

Acoustic hardware technology is rapidly evolving; however, there are several specific needs that would enhance the development of passive acoustics in fisheries.

Data storage—Low cost, high capacity digital recorders are needed to allow field sampling at the rates and intensities necessary to study temporal and
spatial patterns of sound production. Devices that can be programmed to record at varying sampling rates and time settings, including continuous and time lapse would be particularly valuable. Existing low-cost recorders developed by the music industry are rapidly becoming scarce due to the industry shift from wave file storage formats to MP3 file format storage (MP3 is less desirable because it compresses and distorts the sounds).

Coupled “visualization” technologies—To validate the identification of sound sources in the field, devices that couple passive acoustics with other technologies that can be used to identify a fish are needed. Coupled acoustic optic systems include devices that are capable of recording both underwater video and acoustic data are among the simplest to use and are highly reliable for identification (Lobel 2001). Amazingly, most underwater video technology marketed to researchers lacks acoustic recording capabilities. In our opinion this is entirely due to a failure of the manufacturers to recognize the market potential of such devices, rather than to technical issues. Another difficulty of acoustic-optic systems is the need to use artificial light sources for the video recording, and resulting dramatic change in fish behavior and probability of detection. In addition, artificial light provides a limited range of visibility. Infrared lights are only effective for a few feet, and even state-of-the-art low light level cameras are ineffective at night even at moderate depths. Finally studies are needed to understand the effect of light of various wavelengths and intensities on fish behavior to develop the optimum optic system.

Coupling passive acoustics with other visualization technologies such as active acoustics and laser line-scanning is also promising. Active acoustic technology has the advantage of providing relatively long range observation capabilities compared with video, but requires the input of acoustic energy into the environment. Laser line-scanning can provide high resolution imaging at short ranges (<10 m; Carey et al. 2003), but is currently relatively expensive.

Portable passive acoustic survey devices—Small, self-contained packages of acoustic gear would allow mobile recording of acoustic and video during shore or small boat based studies. Currently investigators have to purchase separate components and assemble them into a package themselves. Because components were not manufactured to work together, numerous in-line adapters often must be used to transfer the acoustic signal among components. Researchers need to be able to drop a hydrophone over the side of a small boat or dock, together with a small underwater video camera, and be able to simultaneously record and monitor video and acoustic data. Ideally, the audio and video data would be automatically converted to digital form for storage. Availability of low cost devices of this type would facilitate the feasibility of small-scale research projects for a larger scientific community.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Most fish bioacousticians are biologists first and engineers second. They have arrived at fish bioacoustics because it is a powerful tool for studying fishes. This means that engineering and signal processing principles must be learned on the job. Unfortunately, there is no one good source of information about recording and signal processing that is accessible and practical for the fish bioacoustician. This gap can be bridged both by producing these targeted materials, conducting training workshops, and by attracting engineers with a biological interest to the field. The workshop participants identified a strong need to educate scientists, managers, and the public on the uses of passive acoustics. Some specific needs include:

1. Manuals and other literature intended to introduce biologists to the field;
2. Workshops that bring biologists, acousticians, and engineers together as they stimulate the transfer of knowledge and ideas among the disciplines;
3. Development of passive acoustic training centers for researchers and students; and
4. Incorporation of passive acoustics into fisheries curricula.

Passive acoustics technologies provide a unique public outreach potential. Scientists and laymen alike are often fascinated by the phenomenon of underwater sounds. Passive acoustics technologies are amenable to multimedia display via the Internet and have great potential as public education and outreach tools.
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HTI’s New In-Fish Programmer: Extending Battery Life + Improving Field Logistics

Along central California’s Sacramento–San Joaquin Bay/Delta (Delta) is a highly complex tidal environment. Its numerous channels provide essential rearing habitat and migratory pathways for juvenile salmon and steelhead from Central Valley rivers to the Pacific Ocean. A number of large programs are planned to improve water quality and conveyance in the Delta while simultaneously protecting native Delta fish populations. However, there is presently a shortage of technical understanding on the interaction of the Delta’s natural and anthropogenic hydrodynamic conditions as they relate to juvenile salmon migration. Traditional fish mass-marking programs have inadequately answered the questions needed to formulate measures to protect fish during the conveyance of water through the Delta for agriculture, and to municipalities in central and southern California.

HTI has been assisting Mr. Dave Vogel of Natural Resource Scientists, Inc., a Principal Scientific Investigator on behalf of state and federal agencies, to develop that knowledge using HTI’s acoustic telemetry systems. Mr. Vogel has been surgically implanting HTI’s Model 795 Acoustic Tags into juvenile Chinook salmon to evaluate specific migration pathways used by the smolts, identify where fish mortality occurs, and assess fish behavior in relation to hydrodynamic conditions and other environmental parameters, using HTI’s Model 290-series Acoustic Tag Tracking Receivers.

In 2005 and 2006, Mr. Vogel used HTI’s newly-developed in situ acoustic tag programmer, the Model 491 In-Fish Acoustic Tag Programmer, which activates and programs HTI acoustic tags after surgical implantation in the fish. This programmer is used in conjunction with HTI’s standard tag programmer and a laptop computer. A tagged fish is placed inside the clear acrylic tube filled with ambient water and placed in front of a magnetic coil to activate the tag. According to Mr. Vogel, “The innovative in-situ fish tag programmer was tested and performed exceptionally well in activating acoustic tags inside fish. This significant breakthrough allows the fish to recover from surgery prior to release for experiments, extends the life of the transmitter battery (compared to the usual activation of a transmitter at time of implantation), and provides much greater logistical flexibility for field studies.” His studies concluded that “HTI provides extremely useful research tools to study juvenile salmon fish movements, migration pathways, and survival and offers additional practical research opportunities previously unattainable.”

HTI is proud to assist Mr. Vogel and Natural Resource Scientists, Inc. with their research efforts. For more about the Model 491 In-Fish Acoustic Tag Programmer, Model 795 Acoustic Tags, and the Model 290-series Acoustic Tag Tracking Receivers visit us online at www.HTIsonar.com or call 206-633-3383.

Learn more at www.HTIsonar.com
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### National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) / Sea Grant Joint Graduate Fellowship Program in Population Dynamics and Marine Resource Economics

**Description**
- Fellowships for highly qualified Ph.D.-level graduate students interested in careers in: (1) population dynamics of living marine resources and development and implementation of quantitative methods for assessing their status, and (2) economics of conservation and management of living marine resources.
- Support for up to three years for Population Dynamics fellowships, and up to two years for Marine Resource Economics fellowships.
- Approximately two fellowships awarded each year in each discipline, with overall maximum of 12 Fellows at any time.
- Fellows work closely with mentors from NMFS Science Centers or Laboratories and may intern at NMFS facility on thesis research or related problems.

**Program goals**
- Encourage qualified applicants to pursue careers in and increase available expertise related to: (a) population dynamics and assessment of status of stocks of living marine resources, or (b) economic analysis of living marine resource conservation and management decisions.
- Foster closer relationships between academic scientists and NMFS.
- Provide real-world experience to graduate students and accelerate their career development.

**Eligibility**
- Must be United States citizen.
- Prospective Population Dynamics Fellows must be admitted to Ph.D. program in population dynamics or related field (applied mathematics, statistics, or quantitative ecology) at academic institution in United States or its territories. 
- Prospective Marine Resource Economics Fellows must be in process of completing at least two years of course work in Ph.D. program in natural resource, marine resource, or environmental economics or related field.

**Award**
- Grant or cooperative agreement of $38,000 per year awarded to local Sea Grant program/host university.
- 50% of funds provided by NMFS, 33 1/3% provided by National Sea Grant Office (NSGO), and 16 2/3% provided by university as required match of NSGO funds.
- Disbursement of award for salary, living expenses, tuition, health insurance, other fees, and travel determined by university.

**Relevant dates**
- Application deadline—early February 2007 (see Sea Grant website for details—www.seagrant.noaa.gov/funding/rfp2006.html).
- Fellowship start date: 1 June 2007.

**Contact**
- Dr. Terry Smith
  National Sea Grant College Program
  1315 East-West Highway
  Silver Spring, MD 20910
  301/713-2435
  terry.smith@noaa.gov
- Any state Sea Grant program—www.nsgo.seagrant.org/SGDirectors.html
- Any participating NMFS facility—www.nmfs.noaa.gov/science.htm
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